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TheW!are som of the OUestiens people le freqUenilY ask
,Usabouteducatio ith.global petspect VasWhat we mean
by it and- it to our schools.

.

The Center for Global PerSpectles=sees.its project,'
:GlOballerSPectiVe .A-HuManiStic Infitienct'ontheCurr

holpinue ucaterS and in- their offor
.todetertine3vhat. ind.bUeduCatien AMeriCans will ne
global age Am-order to be better and more effective citit

This. is -surely time of PrOmisel: and yet also a time --
_ .

likely, to be increasingly tonflCt-,ridden.as we find our--
selves more'clesely:interconneeted witk-Others:inmatters
which affect directly- almost every aspect of our liVes

We have begun to\identify some of the goals and obj
tives schools may-want_to consider and- how these can fi,
existing curricular needs:and:concerns of local collimUni ies.

We thought it would be useful-to offer preliminary,
tentative, and experiilental answers to,the queStions people
have raised. As we learn more-from our work-and from.You--
we will reshape some` of the:answers and some of the ques-

,

tions, and raise some new ones.

Questions and answers like these.can point directions,
but do not provide the tools we will need to do the 'job--
the goalvstatements, needs, assessment instruments, or
student materials. Those at work in, the kield--teachers,
curriculum directors, administrators, concerned parents
are the ones best able to develop these tools and to affect
ont,Nducational institutions. Our efforts here are prima
ribi; answers useful to the different audiences which-com-
prise thes9 groups., We hope that .these answers will'help
develop a-better of what it is we're talking
about- In turn, this wil engage more people in the task.

We solicit your heln.\ Do any of these questions or
answers `help. you? Do you\have alternative answers? or
additional questions? Terliaps you find some of our answers
confusing. We hope not, Nut we must rely on those of you
on the front line to tell s what's helpful and what you
need to buttress your effo ts. We solicit your advice and
will use it to reshape and redevelop this set of questions
and answers.
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GLOBAL PERSPECTIVE SOME QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

c*tiOs

What is a globs_ perspective anYwaY7'
show-me someone who has one?

And can\you

Look, I. '.m a sChoeisadministratorandI:haVe to deal
citizens-.who hold a wide-Variety:ef:viewS'.

Alow.---40I.ansWeiif I'm aske&if:global:,pbrSpeetive
.1manSrglobalcitizeinship?.

You know, peoPle expect the schools to do every-
thing. Even fl I accept the value of a global
outlook, are e really dependent on the schools tb
produce it?

AsS,a -member of the 'scheel-board-LivenlY:too-..aware'-,.
of the problem's that'local'communities fade' these
daYS. Money is short. -, jobs are short.': We've. -got
all kinds of things thatneed'oursattention,xight
here.i.ncthis':country.-.- .$e my question is= -Does.
educating for a. global Perspectivehelp:Us
ingsour domestic problems?

In -school, as =I am SUTI) in most others,sone
major pressure is to provide good, basic,

s

education. Can we meet'this need if we stress'
glob perspectives?

This sounds like pret y complex stuff. Is is some-
thing'you could teach to elementary school students?

Itm-a Curriculum director. -Would ou te 1- me .hoW
self - knowing is Connected with gib nipersptiirOs'.'
and.where they fit:_in_th4 cnriiculonT
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Our hi h'schtiol'has had an international relations--
course sinCe.the 1950s acid every year we conduct
a model UN session. So aren't we already doing
global perApectives?

I teach language arts and,have my h nds. ull help-
ing poor readers and clumsy-writers How does a.
lobal view help a kid who can't, comprehend what
reads or Write what he means?

teach science in the Middle grades.. That m
5090 Pretty basic stuff about how nature work
How do you add a "global" dimension to that?

There's pressdre in this state to be very explicit
about educational .goa.ls and very detailed about
how` we intend to measure 'student progress', n a
gjobal perspective approach fit into this p ess?

I'm a' school principal with interests in a global

approach. I'd like to get some of the teachers
interested, too. But-there's no money for work-
shops. What can you suggest that '-night get us
Roving?

'Where would
resources?

These questions acid their answers were initially
drafted by Robert G. Hqnv'ey and edited, and in some
cases-reworked, by the Center for Global Perspectives
tinder a grant from the National Endowment for the

Humanities. "The questions and 'answers 'which folloW
are the Center's efforts to solhicit your-response ..

and are not necessarily a refiectioniof the author's
original views Tier do they represent theposition-of
the National Ondowment for thd Humanities,.
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WHAT IS A GLOBAL PERSPE TIVE

ANYWAY? AND CAN YOU SHOW ME

SOMEONE WHO HAS ONLY

The answer tb the second queStion is easier than
be first, If you want to see someone whe has global
ersp6ctive, look around you. Or into-a mirror. Almost
everyone in a, contemporary society has some elements%of
a global Perspective. .4 may nbit be in a large measure,
but it's,. difficult to escape entirely the effects of one
milieu--and ours has become surprisingly global.

The aspects we're talking about are essentially
cognitivewhat people know, how they conceive things
how they talk about them, how they. explain 'them. We
breathe these in, as.unconscious'of thpm as the gases we
filtet hough our hings.,-and we, make them a part of us.

Consider the difference between ourselves and our
grandparents:

We are exposdd to a mai larger volume of in or-
motion about events; living conditions, natural
phenomena, personfilities beyond our own borders_;
and the information is airiest instantaneous, so
that we have the impression of being "in" on
what's happening, participants of *a sort.

We travel more often outside our own country,
and although such travel may sometimes confirm
:rather than alter our stereotypes, we are gen-
erally more "worldly," more concretely aware.
that ourfollow humans ave worked out ways of
living with which they are comfortable, ways
very different from ,our own; so we have a higher
level of culluraZ undcratanding
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y: aophisticatecl ideas,
()ad worts, abbut how interconnected-things

realize that etenomic frobl,ems in one 'col.intrreatt
use economic problems An other countries', that fetid'.

and dil.are not just commodities hitt political _

instrumenesl,that labor. markets are noleagernational;.
and that corpoatiogs, in their global search for
lower costs, Are the significant migrants of our times.
e may-not always-like the way. the world workst_but

We are beginning. tti Understarffits dynatti.ide-

Wo.aro constantly exposed to language that'lah
things as.werld-relatOdthore Is the wortd fog
crisis or the wortd populatiten, expjosioh:-or they or d
energy crunch. If.you!re in business, there's a
world market waiting. out there;.J1 you're a sports
fan there are world-cNamplonlhips and world _records
to keep-updated on altogether there are continual
reminders in our languagp, in our nguietic
oategpre, of the world -nosy.

We are also okposed, nt..a much higher level thaw
grandparents or parents, to an im of ourselves gs
human, as belonging to nkind, as a resident not
'may of a country but of the earth. It is not'
facetious to point out that a whole Star Trek generation
has grown up aware of us (humans) against them
(Klingons), and it is not coincidental that this s
generation has seen astronauts taking, a "step for
mankind." The romantic: vision.of earth as home
been a powerful part of the environmental movemen
and if earth is home,, then all who inhabit it are
family. So there is a heightened sense of our )her an
identity.

.Because w -are re how subtly things interconnect
and ramify, we arc more delibbrate and sophisticated
in our decinion raking, New knowledge has opened' new
choices, but it hccs also brought a new level of
responsibility. We a d more likely tan our
predecessors to feel n obligation to timatc the
impact 4 our actsons on far-off other; and on
future generations.

These new sensitivities are not'not fully into t d n
they.even y distriblited' in. the popu_lation But they
.developing., Acting together like potent. ohvmic.icls,
y make. up important parts Of one definition a

global persp ective
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100 c

retl® _a _un=difitiff4
and global elintem.

rked by relatiVely high levelstef
ion to conditienshappenings, and

developments planet-wide (the arena). and by
Sensitivity to,Interactions and consequence
(the systole-

ince it involves increasbd cenaciousaess of the
intimate relationships of self, humankind, and
biosphere, it !nay lead to a somewhat amplified
senge of personal identity and to somewhat more
responsible decision-making.

WHAT ARE YOU PUSHING FOR AND WHY1

better definitions- shr cl eels can play a
important. in preparTh'r-iT4' our tl ildrott the'fut
Such definitions, of courae, are'always unflnished
business. The above might be tailed our Mark I, first-
generation definition. It remains central to our thinking
but,,as we hai.re continued, to puzzle about what we mean by
a global persT'retive, the need for additional definitions
becomeS clear. The need dcrives from eor'idees-abobt
what we are trying to accomplish and from our particular
orientation.

'We are attempting to demonstrate the importance and
practicality of global perspectives education' in
precolleOate schooling. And we describe our particular
approach as hum4n144.i.c. Why does that push us to
-additional

i

definitions? P;rtly because if we argue that
the schools should he in the global perspectives- business
we haveto_he prepared to show that the schools have a
special 'contribution to make. We thinkithey do, They
can' encourage and strengthen'and focus the sensitivities
described in the Mark I definition. And they can
strengthen or add a humanistic dimension which may. be
weak or lacking in some versions of a global perspective.
For example, an Investor, a wheat farmer, a union
official may have outlooks that'meet.the criteria,uvf the
first7generation definition.- All may be alert ina very
focused way to conditions and events ninewhOte in the
world that.affect their own intercats, noel may be c,
5ophi ticated-abot-t how key parts of the world sYstem
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'he_inve- may that -he.indoe:
_ hdr*-Winter ...the: HhAY.g100:1the

-0,. 0 0 nd;thus-reduc world prices for that
commod ty, The,Wheat-fermer may tom tojudge the _

of weather on -th4Aussian.whe t C_rop.becanshOt .

will effect grain prices. -: The .union Offitial'iliti try-
ons:withlepen-,.
f television -get is-
n feWer or more jobs

to keep abreast of trade negotiat
because the &mettle manufacture
affected, and that in turn may. me
for the people in the union.,

These are important and valid manif,eststlona of
globally oriented outlooks. There are surely hundreds.
If not thousands, of others which corftribute to the
composite global perspectives now developing in Mbdern
populations. But there are other dimensions which we
feel should be part of an educated global

theamong them-a respect fer and concern for the human
specie 5 an a_ whole, for the interwoven' future of self/
species/pian'et. L part of what we mean by
)11,01411

So there
reflect

n 0,1140,1

ore definitions come, definitions
imanis approach feel appropriate

1°1,41 perspective. long in there.,
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LOOK) I'M A SCUOOL ADMIN RATOR

..AND I HAVE TO DEAL WITH CITIZENS

WHO HOLD A WIDE VARIETY OF VIEWS.

HOW DO I ANSWER IF I'M ASKED IF

GLOBAL PERSPECTIVE MEANS. GLOBAL

MINNOW?

cit
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own of a -There arr all `too liusipn
com n that feast. One it. t at a *orld state

The other 15 that -nat have fult.cont# 1
o .their: wflaffairs at the present time.. Ironical).
a global ,perspective is likely'tp ive the nation, at
postessit gettor and wiptlr'contro of .'their Alfgirs,

than they now en ).0y. Self-ifiteres is not undermined
by recognizing the factors that are operating in A'
situation. Global perspectiVis inCrease awareness 0
the factors,,forcesand dynaiicS that matter to OW

. actors on the 00141 stage. Decisions can' thus
account af ConneCtions and consequences

'that
were

hitherto 'ignored. This can werIc'to the benefit of the
self,A3nen.ewn%Ooup and.because theiinterconnectioni
arc real-7-people everywhere..
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YOU KNOW, PEOPLE EXPECT THE

SCHOO(SiTO DO EVERYTHING. EVEN

IF I ACCEPT THE VALUE OF A

-GLOBAL OUTLOOK., ARE 4IE REALLY

DEPENDENT ON THE SCHOOLS TO

PRODUCE IT?

No, we are not dependent on the schools. Even if the
schools ignore entirely the developments in knowledge,
attitudes4 and sensitivities that are contributing to
the emergence of a global perspective, those developments
will continue. But the schools seldom stay aloof from
the important movements of the times and frequently play
at least a minor role. In this instance thjre is a
Significant role that the schools can play, one that no
other agency or institution of the society will We
hope, that the schools will choose to play it.

Let us suppose, though, that the schools do not.
Are there others who can'do the kind of job heeded?.
Who and what are these _other actors and factors?

The mass media are sureI4, among the more importara
especially if coupled with some specific sector of
popular culture. For example, television + sports can
attract the attention of klundreds of millions worldwide
and thus create world athletes, personalities-who-have
devoted fans worldwide. This fan-daft frequently
ignores not only-borders but ideologies. Nadia Comanechi,
the youngRumanian gymnast, is admired by people who
abhore the political system of her country. And television
is not the =only communication9 medium with this power.
Radio ,and the recording industry ,also have a history of
creating world celebrities- -from opera stars to hard rock.
The increase in the number, the visibility, and the
influence of such personalities is undoubted and this
development must be considered a factor in the emergence
of a global perspective.

1
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Tourism is another factor. It is not an evenly
distributed phenomenon, either in terms of who travels
or where they travel', but it is a faCtor. And it's
growing. In 1955 slightly over 1 million Americans
-traveled abroad. By 1973 the figure was almost 7
million. Taking population growth into account, that
a fivefold increase.

There are some less obvious but possibly more potent
factors. Science is a worldwide culture, continually
reinforced by exchange Of scientific information.
Essentially a way of knowing, it is subscribed to by
people everywhere. Technology also 'travels. Machines
are not just hard metal. They depend on particular
kinds of attitudes,. skills, and social organization--
and these invisible things are bonded to them. For
example, yoU don't buy just a fertilizer plant.- Along
with that plant comes a commitment to energy-intensive
production and a lot of other values.

One of ;he thing's you get -When you start unpacking
that fertilizer plant is a managerial, commitment .to,
.cost-benefit analysis At the corporate level that
means only being sensitive and precise about figuring
costs and.benefits for the company

of
But the

fascinating thing is that.. the germ of that ided-has
escaped its original setting and ls now loose in the
world. And people-are now increasingly sensitive not
Just to economic costs and benefitsbut'to wider-social
costs'and benefits., In our own country- it can mean that
you don't build that dam.or thatpower plant until your
-environmental impact statement has been-filed-and approved.
This-is an entirely new level of-concerh for Consequences'
and-it.forctS '1.6r-equations on all of us. We see this
sensitivity. to cOnseqUenCes as a crucial. element in a
global perspective.

Then there is the expansion of highereducation-.
E iverywhere, nations are seeing tO it that more aid more
Of their citizens are exposed to advanced. schooling,
often for-reasorts-ef-economic-devolopment,--Butin,---
there are unintended outoomes. The educated,- oven' -those
most specialized; have had at least a' little contact with
ideas that come from everywhere.' Their Ilbrizpns haV
been -widened. .

11 -
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Q.; K. SHORT EXAMPLE OF WHAT A -$0001. ,CAN.

Schoolsa e:-aiready.doing: a. lot- and they_ .de mere..
The part need not -be largeand-A.particular school-.-or
System.:cali.beflexibleinhoy it chOoSes to:Playjt.
Thus, whip difficult to weigh the.relative influence

and media it .can..probably be,arguedthat the'-
media are least as important an pdutatiVe. force as.. :

fortal,.scheoling That canbecome-..n.deliberately:cOnsidered
fitor ip instructional planning`.

A.-.school-might, for example, take,this'position
television, .radio, and newspapers are- very dramatic 'and:
forceful:in-bringing -crises:and. diSasterS and 'other,
extraordinary ,happenings to oilr.attention 'WhatjtheY'
usually 'don't do'is to,put:.tht event:Ante-Any. larger -
framework.

. The result is that people know:that,something
'happened-bOt not much else.. ln.itishing:a-',iterrout, the.,
media-seldom have time for thoughtful consideration''ofthe
larger setting, of the complex reasons and ConseqUenCes.
It's -as'if one were to report the toppling Of.a single
tree and- ignore the fact that the forest-is infested with
a plague: that threatens to 'wipe out:;every tree...

Sthte that's the way,the mediaroperate, the_Sthocils
Can provide the balance and thoughtfOlness that will'.
otherwise be. missing. The media.may.reportan earthquake,-
an awesome disaSter, citing the bOdy-c-ountthatMedia-
people seem addicted to. The school could start with that
attention,getteT, and then explore -what earthquakes reveal
about...the structure of the planet (in science classes
.how people in various societies have Adapted -to' the risk
of earthquakes (social studies)i'and.how'people-in various.,
societies-have expressedtheirfeelings-:and'bUllefs:about-
such disasters in myth, folktalesi and art.(humanities).

If a school consciously plans to events reported
by the media as starting points'for. the sustained. -
examination of.how,the physital planet wOrks..and .of the

;diverse and ingenious ways in which humans adapt.to.the
exigencies of their environments, that's doing 'what schools
do best. And it's a clear contribution to the development
of aLgjobal_perspuctive.. _

But this doesn't have to be a. disaster-oriented program.
The media present a profusion of "starting points." It'

might be a Peanuts cartoon, many of which are really highly
distilled essays. Here though, the media provide no
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fo

PT
is

ntinuitTor
sights, dt hbt
ich deserve sus
hoof can of er.

ework-, jut a succession-of disconnected
These can pose profound questions '

aided attention. That's something the

A plannid role of complementing 'the media. is not
cessarily &major enterprise. It might take a minor
m, e g , pointing out to students examples of'unconscious
vincialism in television, newspapers,. etc. One instance
the way that weath r is reported on television, with

com entary and a map that is cut off at the national
ers. And yet weather elsewhere in the world may be

alm t as significant econoAically as that within the

.continental United States. World markets for our farm',
prod cts can be affected, as well as consumer Prices for
cert in commodities and the ,need for foreign aid. The
world's weather is our weather, the consequences of that
weath r ripple out and affect us. Yet the weather inapt
on the six o'clock news show block out the rest of the
world, act as if it isn't there. Just alerting students
to thi kinds of thing will raise th-eir global consciousness
a little. And every little bit helps.

13 -

16
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AS A MEMBER OF THE SCHOOL BOARD, I'M ONL TOO

AWARE OF THE PROBLEMS THAT LOCAL COMMUNIT ES.FACE

THESE DAYS. MONEY IS SHORT. JOBS ARE SHOT.

WE'VE GOT)ALL KINDS OF THINGS THAT NEED OUR

ATTENTION RIGHT HERE IN THIS COUNTY, SO MY UES-

TION IS - -DOES EDUCATING FOR A GLOBAL PERSPECT VE

HELP US IN SOLVING OUR DOMESTIC PROBLEMS?

Nobody knows the answer to that wit
any certainty. We take the position
that knowing how the world system works
helps anyone make wiser decisions.
Otherwise, one acts in ignorance, or ai
least,without deliberate consideration
of the ways that-things interconnect.

There's no promise that particular
domestic troubles will be eased if the
next generation has a somewhat larger
view, or takes actions based on very
systematic analyses of all possible
consequences. But some ptoblems may, be
averted, especially for succeeding
generations.

There's more to thiS idea, of a global
.perspective, however, than quickly
improved decision making. We .may make
better decisions ultimately because of
a change, an enhancement, in how we view
ourselves (out self-image), as well as
because of better information, and analyses.
A global perspective appropriately achieved
adds important dimensions to the person-
ality-ri One's other identities are not
iminished b an improyeA vision of the

uman connected to other humans

- 14

'13
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by. action and common habitat and COMM= mennb ership in
biological species. Does such a vision of the self
contribute to the solution of immediate local, regional,
and national difficulties? It would be presumptuous
to argue strongly. that it does. Yet over the long haul
it may Many of ouY problems produce or originate 'in
corfflicts, The predilection of humans for conflict is
not likely to go away, but being culturar animals we
are developing a new level

its
consciousness -Labou it,

theories to help explain its Variations, techniques for
Managing it and reducing its effects. Along with
institutional inventions, a new awareness is emerging.
An aspect ,of, that 'new understanding is an enhanced and
positive image of ourselves as humans and apart of a
larger human society inhabiting , the- globe. This may
have the -long- term effect of promoting somewhat more
cooperation among us, a willingness 'to draw on many
cultures for answers to what we have hitherto defined as
local problem, a willingness to share OUT own creative
solutions-. The pool of human inventiveness is large
and rich. An improved- vision of ourselves_ as humans
may encourage us to draw more freely on its resources.
That could,help us at the domestic level. ,
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IN OUR SCHOOL, AS I AM SURE

MOST OTHERS, ONE MAJOR PRESSURE

TO PROVIDE GOOD, SOLID; BASIC 'EDU-

CATION. CAN WE MEET THIS NEED, IF

WE STRESS GLOBAL PERSPECTIVES?

Are global perSpectiyes ibasi-0,-Let's.consider
briefly-what we mean. when we call:!SomethingbaSic
We imply .=that it is a 'minimum Attain0eAti.--less than,
which we -will:not accopt,'PreSuMably.-becauSeit is
abselutelx,required-fer effective individual functioning.
Without' ii the individual-lAvulnerable;afthe mercy df
others or circumstance, restricted in opportunity, cut
Off from resourcesavailableto

There is another. meaning. SotethingLis basic:if it
is the'-first step in _a_process,...thebeginning ef:a'deVel-
.0pMent. that can proceed only if that phaSejsmastered.,
One-,must lea=n to open and close wrench-AtAhe begin--
ning. Of the learning process that will..eventually -bring
one to the proficiencies of the skilled` mechanic.

Something may also-be -baSic'if we b:lieve:that its lack'
places the group (rather than-only the individual) at a di-S7
-advAritage-.-'.Anarnyfer example that had.signifiCant 1).14m-'
berS'of front -line soldiers who could not shoot accurately
might-well -suffer defeat after defeat.-:The deficiencies-
of-individuals affect the welfare of the group. In a
national society individualS who lack certain' "basics"
may impose a serious cost. on the whole seciety,

Alright. A basic skill or understanding or outlootc
may ease.. the vulnerability of_theindiyidua'4 contribute.
to continued growth of that individual, or contribUte to
to the welfare of the group. Can..iebe argued that
global perspectives are basic in any of these senses?
Most -definitely. A global perspeCtive- iS:not-An7adorn
.ment, 'a special way of loolcing'at=things, away reserved
for the foreign service and international corporations.

16 -

19
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is a .functiOhal.OUtlook-approptiateforall'C
onsid+er this an to y. We th it,`des rab a fog every

:to-have strongsenSeghuman jhiS is.

Albtf-an:emptYfideal-bOtInten$ely'.:practital,-:111,0:payoff:
i every ind ideal' SeCurity:an&dignity- and harmony
mithin._the-sOciety as a. whole.

Just..as.jt.i$Juhctional:for eYery: idivddul to have. a
sense :of JIUMan..'right lit is- also:increasingly functional to-
eVery---ilidividual-to,.haVe...certain other SensitivitipS.-that..
add up ta-what'we--are calling &41054.PerspeCtive.mong.
these ":-.1s.a-sense of contectedneSs.to'huMankin&-..-.1his,..tin-:,
take .Many.-forms.. At the -coliscipus-,..ratiOnal...leAreit-May,
manifest itself as a xecognitionthatthe-Mebpl-huMh.
interaCtion.is-now so complete.thWthere'-are nO-Iputely
1bCal.lappenings., Anything that happens anywhere,Cahiand

-probably will affeCtus. -ActiOnsthat we lake .cause
pleS that spread out across-the'gitibe and into -the future,
depositing-debris-on the shoTeSof-our-Irandchildrenls-
wdrid.. That sensitivity to far _and...futureconsequences is

----- a new developMent .human.consCiOusnesah<illtrement
the repertoire-of Curspecies. Is this kind`of sensitivity
"baSit"Z.:Yes,- because without it indiVidualS and whale
-.societies- are vulnerable, not alert to thecohsequences. of
their-oWn'or others' actions. With such .a sensitivity we.-
are more deliberate, "far-seeingi"..thug-wiser ancipoten-
tially more humane.

. There are other manifestations of the sense of connected -
ness to humankind. Some are'verrquiet,-sUbliminar-features
of everyday life that are ratified by theirinVisible,"natu-
ralness." Products come froM-everywhere.,- There is a rich
trade in.-the-expressive arts--in dance, -MOsic,-,cinema. IdeaS
about architecture flow from continent to continent. No
country owns its authors any longer. Classic and modern lit-
erature moves easily across cultural frontiers. Health prac-
tices are in ferment, fed by-scientificexchange -and new,
respect for traditional knowledge. Important sports events
aye beaMed to television audiences that are continental
or hemispheric in scale.

Such developments require,no effort on the part of for-

Mal education. They take place, are legitimate featurqs of
the way the world now works. As Such,: they are built. into
everyone's conception of the natural and appropriate. -Yet,
(recognition of the self4s,fundamental humanness, of-the con-
nections between the self and humankind-are important aspects
of what- we mean by global perspectives. And-we see -these
sensitivities not as specialized attainments ,served- for
elites.but as "basics" requited for all because they are vita
to the individual and the society.

17
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THIS SOUNDS LIKE PRETTY COMPLEX

STUFF. IS IT SOMETHING YOU

COULD TEACH TO ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

STUDENTS?

41-perspective, ultima_ely, is something developed;
over A period of years, oft n without Intention. It

becoMes so'profound a -part of the mind that it is not
felt. There are -a thousand, small -events that go to
form it-7and,perhaps a few major ones.- The earlier one;
begins the better. Americans, for example, arc social-
ized.in way,s that produce a democratie, perspective. tie
are taught particular attitudes toKard'authority, a.
reluctance to show deference e. We Are _taught that no one
is really ,our superior, re rdless.of.differenCes in
wealth', we are as good as e-next guy. And so orY.
This is playground learning and street learning, tele-.
vision learning as well as laSsroom learning. And it
starts young, very young.

It is-, in a sense, com flex. But the young learn
complex ideas, extremely 'ire 1, intuitively. They learn
through stories and situations, through commercials and
other kinds of propaganda. If the ideas come in forms
that are concrete and real nd interesting, they learn.

We have been developing m del lessons that are
concrete and'real and interesting. They have been
taught at all grade levels. We're still working at
Join in.

18
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I'M A CURRICULUM DIRECTOR. WOULD YOU TELL ME HOW

SELF-MOWING IS CONNECTED WITH GLOBAL PERSPEC-

TIVES AND !MERE THEY FIT IN THE CURRICULUM?

We're going to answer that by talking about dol-
phins and a Russian science fictibn story.

Imagine a class wher& the teacher reads aloud. a
short description of an incidenotin which one of
Jacques:Cousteau's divers captures a young dolphin:

He cradled-the cape .ye, which:
weighed about twenty pounds' in 114.i

FroM below he saw a female
thatoutweighed approaching
rapidly. She was screaming. A
twitter of unmistakable anguish
sounded in his

to
The diver did

not know what to do.. He Wasunder,-
water, and his hands were engaged in
holding the baby that we had asked
him to catch, while its mother or
foster parent .was angrily upon him.
The big dolphin didn't touch them.
She passed under him, everywhere at
once,, filling the sell with cries.
The mother seemed not to

hint

be threat-
ening hi but to be calling on the
infant to come home and appealing
to (the diver) to let it 'go. He
couldn't stand it He opened his
arms..,and watched the mother and
baby sound with chirps of joy.
(Jacques -Yves Cousteau,
The Living Sea, Harper-
Row, 1963, pp. 126-127.)
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..Then'there's discuss on particuiarly about how
female dolphin behaved. She didn't hurt the divers iy
not? Was she programmed by her instincts or did she
choose not to hurt The teacher mentions the .work
of the scientist John Lilly who'notes t.hat although
humans hurtdolphins, dolphins never hurt humans. Lilly
believes. that dolphins are not onlraf least as intel-
ligent as humans but may have a more advanced ethical
system.

But then there's the diver. He disobeyed ins TUC-
tions and let the baby dolphin go. Why? Because, "he
couldn't stand it." .What does this say about humans?

Turn,new to another imaginary clas that has been
reading a science fiction story titled "Human Frailty."
This Russian story tells of a disaster in space. A mete-
orite damages a small spaceship, and the two occupants
are cast out of the-ship, temporarily safe'in their
suits but rapidly moving away from the'ship and each
other. Each has a radiobeacon which will help an auto-
m tic rescue vehicle from the ship locate them. The
c tch is that there is only one undamaged ,rescue vehicle
and so only one of the two astronauts can be saved. The
ship's computer "decides" to save the commander because
the compoter is programmed to clq whatever is most likely
to ensure the success of the mission. But the ;hip's:
commander turns off his radiobeacon, forcing the rescue
vehicle to save the other astronaut, This act of ,self2
sacrifice is viewed by the computer an instance of
"human frailty."

The students ponder this. Was the commander act
weak or was it strong? What rule was the computer fol-,
lowing? What rule was the commander following? Which
rule do you prefer? What are the consequences of cacti
rule? What would have done if you were thgcommander?

Where do you teach such lessonS in the, curriculum?
Well, perhaps the dolphin lesson is science, an.exam epl
of animal behavior or maternal behavior in another
species. BOt of course it is also an .example of human
behavior. And the _space disaster lesson7-Terhaps'
that is something for language arts, an illustration
ways in which writers use fictional situations to pose
important questions or convey tjteir own helief!..

But these lessons lire susceptible tO,.many uses.
them together and you can rake fundamental giros

23
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about what human beings are I .14e. lum ns arc quite
capable of doing what they -want to with dolphins;.-.
They can kill-theni, however regretfully, in tuna no'ti;

they can capture them for study and exhibition. But

humans are also capable of deciding mot to do these
things.-

Dolphin behavior
light on.what humans
were the superior speC
in our own environEent.
the dolphin's environmen
Could it 'he thatethica
species?

The "human t ral it)
things 'about humans.
instructions and let t
overrode the computer

o humans throws another
We have assumed that we

-We have Ote power, at least
when we are vulnerable,. in

the dolphin do _not hurt u
we are ,not= the $uperior

lesson also tenches u
Ike the diver who
e baby dolphin go, the commander
o save a'comrade.- The diver and

he commander both fai le in.their Missions, And vet
LCh seemed to achieve a triumph of 'sorts. Thero'ir,

caring, compassion, sacrifice which in these, tales
overcome the dutiful following of instructions. Ne'ither
;-itery forces un to conclude that all humans Will behave,
as did the diver and the commander ;:all we learn is that'.

t is within The human range of behaVior to'act as the)

WHAT DOES ALL OF THIS HAVE TO DO WITH GLOBAL I PERSPECTIVES

IN THE CURRICULUM'

believe that
persp etive
this es se

that matter

an important aspect of
hat We call knowing -ahou
lly inseparable from'.f,e

am hnowlag about the pinh
her living p cies that inhabit it. -hare
curriculum for Knowing-about;hunal It

:;tudies. .ji.cirace contributes,
Knowinabout-humans I not an ag

ine. We arc already ~lien _we cam

fir:it time. The trio i.c keep th

growin ercanl :y otr' 11 Iirirdon the tr

than mechanic;

icing jor,t 14s
iTe 4 spec'i; r a

ion of 41
does not r

fl

ohal
1Ittona1

ca
humans:.
knowlng
and

not
1-C

-gTO.ded
501001
Icalt

tiler

P
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ing needs to be added in terms f materi
tithe ritsclil aft?, Ile rxanninr ingtruef That.

n Must be sharp enough to identify opportunities in
is already being taught, to connect up less,onp that

are ow disconnected and, find near meanin in th

.
might mean somet/- .4W;.mple.as _saying to one

colleagues, "Look, me during .the year.yourre
going to .be deing.anyles ens that night threW
light ,on human gene reasity or .altrtlist or :self 0-5aific
(to use.the example discussed bhove), lets 'keep .-each
other Wormed. Maybe we can vork something out
ogether.1! Or it night mean deing'somecellaborative
planning of a very systematic sort, trying to figure out .

what's worth knowing '.about humans and determining what.
various subjects or fields could most Usefully contribute.

Suppose that .ct of faculty decided,
make knowing-ab:OUt-'humans a major goal for the school
program and selected a: a,narrower expression of that:,t_
idea that humans can make choices (as.did the diver and'
the commander). The art teacher could devise some lessons
that revealed to students the succession of choices they
were .making as they produced a drawing and:4Wrhaps evOn.
that innovation can consist of just one- to'Ll.,..t
choiceas a result the choices that fellow are led in
fresh directions. The language artsA,rogram might show
that although there are conventional rules.for writing
a septence there are nonrthelos5 choices.and opportunities
for cleat and boantiful eAr/f0!if;i60 At every step along
he way. The science tettcher might set some situation s

that would demonstrate:410w what we know atrou the natural
world can affect : -r d lies here
could be nimuiationi, explore. the -onsequences.
of decisions, perhaps connequences that reached. far.
into the future, It 1)0 out of order in an*. of
these contexts to aii t 11 s:; One Judges wheth r
p'articular a good in talking *about
policy choi -4it ono,:

well under o the very young.

AdJIlittoOly, knowing-abont-human choice -ma _N

not exhaust the array of-human- but I
tont*derstanding. In our view, purrofti- such
wouIti.he a products urad possibly oven c c:it,in c...

!Itell, 3 !lignil con t on, to the-development of
an
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OUR 111W SCHOOL HAS HAD AN INTER

NATIONAL, RELATIONS COURSE SINCE

THE 1950s AND EVERY:YEAIWE.ON

DUCT A MODEL UN-SESSION,: SO-

MEN'T W ALREADY DOING GLOBAL

PERSPECTIVES?

ern4flo- relations course and- IJ-a- model
eat Oalif, _as "-international- education.'

Aistinctioil between ipternational -ed4c
ion .for a Oobal perspective. 'Graph7,

finction looks like this:-
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ire need to
.

tth-beyend w ee ,we a to encourag,o
schoOlsWidd .a dimension to their sense of plirpose,
0Casider,:how every part of the school-Program can
Contiabuto-to-the enhancoMent'oLallobalTerspeive
in students now -being educated,- The courses 'and
..-aCIiVit10s-'that are typically cat° ized as global'
ducatiorOire 4 critiOlpartoft overall:effort,
hey include world cultures courses -arewstudiet,-
-ternatloAdi.relatiensi and spacial programs focusing:::

on:crises:AUch as.worl&hungero hionan.-rights issues,
the ci1i Of the Thirdl4f.irld for .6 new economic order4
the'law=oftho seas, and'werld environmental problems
such as olont-doplotien,,otC.:They.ceuld alsoinolud

, the efforts' of whol&CoMmunities to take Stotk'ef.the
relationships with other parts of- the would- -the primary
model being the Columbus in the World/Thelorld in
ColuMbus program of the Mershon Center of.Ohlo-State
university.

-The.. cente-LAas been do ply:involved in slebal.educa-..
and :strongly Supports it. Without thest.olomonts

would be impossible to educate our students to be
-t::citizent,.able to makeletter decisions in this

global age. But we. need tolook..-beyond where,, we are
to-educatefor a global perspective. poronething.
the courses-and activities ordinarily -tagged as -"global!!
tend to fall within the-social Studies domain,' Our view
is that global potspeetiyes education properly involves
Ile-whplecurriculum and-Wo omphaSize the "whole factor.
The effort itself will be most.successful and most
Junctional'ifdt.is:not the specialized enterprise of
one field or di -iplino.
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I TEAcH LANGUAGE ARTS AND

HAVE MY HANDS FULL HELPING

POOR READERs.AND CLUMV(

WRITERS. HOW DOES A GLOBAL.

VIEW HELP A KID WHO CAN'T

COMPREHEND WHAT HE READS OR

WRITE WHAT HE MEAN?

The rn over basic kll andip
It's also r ated,to what We said rlier.about'thasie
education, AlthoUgh that.telatiOnship doesn't provide .

us with any magic'solUtlens,-.1t.doeS indicate where
Some areas of emphasis might 'tie,- , That is, the desired
skills are .more likely to be learned when students are
writing and readfng about things that truly matter to
them. And understanding the self is one.of these things
that matters. Any skill or.activity'..that helps young
people .probe and shape-that idea-of-self is'likely to
be seen as. important. Understanding oneself' in relation
to the community, the nation, and the world, can also
be,important.

Of course, this is another way of saying that, the
content of .reading and writing activities is central.
It's not a new argument, but it is one we tend to los
sight of in our search for exercises that 'offer some
proof of measurable inproveMent. Brune Bettelheim offers
us a reminder of the vital role of content, and what he
says uaan readily' be extended beyond the early learning
years:

%..I became deeply dissatisfied with much
of the literature intended to develop the
child's mind and personality, because it fails
to stimulate'and nurture those resources he
needs most in order to 'cope with his difficult
inner problems. The pre - primers, and pximers
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0111 Which he U h ad in school
areeaesigned tv teach the noeessary skills
irrespective mining, The oeer*helming-
belk.ef the rest of so-4alled "Children's
literature" attempts, to' entertain or to
inform, ox both. But most; of these books
are so shallow in ittbstatee that little
can be gained from theMe The acquisition
of skills, including the ability to read,
becomes devalued, when what one has learned
to i-ead adds nothing of impoetance to one's
life.

Veo4 of ptchdn

If we use a 1 Ses view' of what.learning aboUt the
'world means, then ,global perspectives could seem to
carry the learner farther from those vital inner concerns
that, make up his or her exPeTience. But, as we have
seen, in today's world the enderstanding of self is-

inextricably bound up in understanding the larger'werld
Thus, content that helps to make sense out of the world and
one's -place in it adds something of crucial importance
to one's life.

So how does this help. a teacher pressed to teach
basic skills of reading and writing? Is it reasonable
to expect such a teacher-to exert any effort on behalf
of self-knowledge and other such intaagibles? W think
there is'a strong, dabble-edged argument for doing so.
One edge of the argument, as we've stated, is that the
desired skills will be learned more reedily.in the conT
text of reading and writing about things that truly
matter. The other edge of, the argument is that learning
to read and write is not an empty exercise. These skills
have uses. Complying with the paperwork demands of
government and employer are smong them, but the venerable
argument for literacy is still perfectly valid.' The

reader ains access to the wisdom of a hundred generations
and a thousand cultures. IA modern', electronic societies
people who can't or don't read seem to be'doomed to 'a
world view that is defined by sportscasters, newscasters
beer and deodorant commercials, soap operas, and game
shows. This is, of course, of groat concern to those who
must teach the basic skills of communication, because
these teachers are also custOdians of a significant litera-
ture that has value in its own right. one of
the mast 'important purposes of the skills is ,t© give entry
to' that literatuxe.
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.TEACW$CIENCE:1N TOE:'MIDOLE:GRAtES: TEAT

MEANS PRETTY gic STUFF- ABOOT HOW

.NATURE .CORKS HOW 0',Y0 fiDD A "GLOBAI2-

DIMENSION 1LTIAT?

It isn't difficult; yo
hallway there. Sciencp is
global. And there are sour
things you can do. Lot's
example from that "basic
how nature works.'

already
nt insically
special
r With an
f about,

Someone fill a conta ner
water 'and puts it a ide he ht notice
that day by day the container less
airti Less water in it; That's art ordi£
nary thing and it doesn't tak
scientist to notice it., And F t. doesn't
take a scientist to speculate bout,the
reasons for the disiippearancv the
water (although it does requi a Cer-
tain measure of curiosity aybe the
little people who cone in the night are
slaking their thirst. Possibly. 01
someone is secretly removing mall
amounts to water time geranium . Or
there's a tiny leak in the 'co tairier.
Maybe. Of course we all know what's
happening. The water is evap
But what does that mean?

When we t each science in
deal with basic phenomena l'
tion. LiquidS that, disappe
especially dramatic. Everyd
But studying those everyday
can reveal some interesting
only about science as a body
edge but as a process for cr
knowledge. Science approach

schools we
e evapora-

Nothing
y phenomena.
h nomena
bias not

of knowl-
ating

these

v
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ever day phenomena in a very special Way - -us events to
be.o served meticulousl .measured if possible,, -and
ultimately explained. hescientist,may try to-observe
under varying. conditions or maymanipUIatei the condi-
tions, noes .the Water disappear at the split rate: if-

the temperature is'different,.or if the container has g
different-Shape? Do other liquids.dis4pear at the.
same rate?

This process of observing, measuring, and explainin
culminates in a product, soiuething we call scientific
knowledge. Part of the knowledge consists of obeetved
reiv4aritieo, e.g., such and such a liquid at such and
such a temperature,in such and such-a container will
evaporate (change into a gas), at such-and Such a rata.
Another part of the knowledge consists of theories"
that. explain the observed pheneMenon, e.g., a liquid iS
really a lot of little' molecules-bouncing around_hitting,
each other. Some of them bounce right out of the
coniOner. Raise the temperature and they bounce more
vigorously and even more of them get knocked out of the
container. Call it evaporation you went but it'
really a melee of molecUles.

. ,

.

Science teaching-lardimirilyinvolves Cconsciously or
.-UnconSciously)e-niX of4cience-lisproceSsand-science,-
:as-product. Students maybeexpeiedtesciendeOr.inarilr.
as a- bodyof:khowledge to' be acquired by .deienstration.,
and reading, or their may do that -.and al so:dO:-theirrowl
observing, measuring and'hypotheatzing, or'theri'MaY.-be..
-sucha'stronuetphasii on the latter that the fernier is
-almott,_precluded,: :Within this mix there _ire -ether-pat-
tarnS.. A teaCher-i4eit-Choeet to emphasize
obserVation.and,desetiOtiom'but notrequire-MOCh_..in'the
*ay:ef.meaSOrement.or'-.hypethesizing. AnotherMayfeel
,.,thatSeienee'ls-Indeed: a body -of.kneWledge'-io be- .learned
but that demonitratien experiments rather'then reading
reOreSent:the most'effectike instruction.
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. ,The point of all.this'is,that however cieiice -'i

being taught some choices have been mad assemblage.
of goals methods and OtintOnt has beeli't eated., To
that collage,- that miX,.5010'meluelemellts can be Added:

. These new-elements camstress the global dimonsteri.
Here they are

tat one How dOes th. phenomenon
being studied manifest-
itself planet- wide ? -'Is it

the same everywhere On
what scale'does it operate?_

le in t u a7 What.part.46es this;phenom-
enoalaay-in-theplanet's
natural systeMa?

Sign G item-m(1.z HoW-does theilhenomenon
-p/an tsvetem-- impact on 110411:life..*and--.:

how does-human'interventien
impact on the _phenomenon?

'Y -

ConSiderthestudy,.of evaporation in the- light of
these additional,queStiolv alli-let's take
the global ManifiatatiOns of .evaporation. yot_spend'-
even:4 inVestuatink'..eVaporation as a
continuipg global PrOceas;:you,quiCkly deVelop An image
Very different-from that',Opplipdby. a:little-water-
diaappearing out.,of glass. tvaporation is a profOund
awesome thing:viewed glebally..--If you have a few
dents handy with it...CaIdnietor let them-le0a-e-cni thew
facts: tine earth's is-10% water aid every -year
some0i.000 cubic ofthat liquid evaporates
(luckily they eventually cOndense and come -back down
ThatworWbut,Ao-aboUt10,11;-.cubic-Miles of water
evaporating-pei, -houll-anUthat.workiHout to about
3 000, 000,000-gallons-porsoCondhat's enough. 'water.

ELOity-.of-80.,-.000- for a1)-rear.

What role does evaporation play in nattara1 systems?
A global process 'es massive as this must s ly play a
significant part in physical and biological..,/ systems.
And indeed it does. Students-with .meteoro10 cal
interests can pursue the part that evaporation. plays in
weither'systens. Those With interest in 1iv rig systems
might look at thg role -of evaporation in plants, or heat
regulation through evaporation in various, animal species.

And then'there is the'significance of evaporation in
the human-planet system. In 'the 20th cen ry humans have
become users of great'quantities of fuels that evaporate
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Very readily. It is not only the by-prodUcts of Com-
bUstion that pollute .the air bUt fumes. from the
'unburned fuels, only recently have'noves been made to`-
'`control this source of pollution. Firming in arid lands-
'involves :another attempt to control evaporation, to .limit
the loss Of mbisture from the soil, by shallow rather .

than deep turning of the, earth.' The loss Of wst froth

are needed, It is clear that evaporation is In important'/418T

reservoirs is a matter of concord to water res urea
agencies andIere again techniquei to control eVaporation

factor' ire; human life, in how humans interact with their
planet, in bow humans plan the'conditions. of.their.own
existence.

Must ail of these- elements be included in order to add
a global dinension. to cience education? Must one touch
on gpbal.mdnifeotati no, the roZo.of-the-phenomenon La-
naturat oyeteme mild .fhe eignifiecnoe of the phenome0on
in the humAm..planet oyotem7 Not necessarily. The mix',
ultimately, is up to' the` teacher and the curriculum
planner. There's to need 'to be rigid, Abut it: De-what
seems interesting 'and useful. The point being made here
is simply this: If you. wish to ,add a global dimension
to science teaching it is not difficult to do sa. You
most likely are already doing some. ''W-hy not take it a
few steps further?

, ,
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THERE S PRESSURE IN THIS STATE

TO BE VERY EXPLICIT ABOUT. U-

GOALS AND VERY DE-

TAILED ABOUT HOW" WE INTEND TO

MEASURE STUDENT PROGRESS CAN

A GLOBAL PERSPECTIVE APPROACH

FIT INTO THIS, PROCESS?

To the extent that a global perspectives_ approach
provides .a basis for thinking about w at some of thus_
often grandly stated goals might actually mean, it
fits and can help in the process

Consider this example. One state has recently
mandated,a set of goals. One geal,reads as follows:

The public schools shall help every pupil
in the state to become an effective and
responsible contributor-to the decision-making
processes of the political _and. other institu-
tions of the community, state, country and
world.

It's hard to quarrel with that. The next step
(which is leftrto the'scheols) is to decide just what
that means operationally, or at least what it can mean.
And that's'not easy in the absence of a framework that
can help orient overall educational planning. The
global .:perspective idea offers one possible framework.

Let's*work just a bit' on that one goal. The key
words in it are "effective" and "responsible." The
first of those (effective) simply means getting the job
-done, i.e., the action you-take produces the effect
you want. This very important value in American
society and shows' itself in such mottos as "Cari do."
People who are effective, who "can do," are, highly
Tespected, in many cases regardless of the social value
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The econd concept onsible) connotes,a Moderating
influence on that effectiveness. Someone who s respon-
sible takes care not to use metheds or achieve effects
that are outrageous, overwhelming, or out of proportion,
'There is above all a concern for others Those in
single-minded pursuit. of'theit Own interests, totally
disregarding the impact of their actions on others
would not qualify as responsible.

Consider a few examples of effectiveness withou
sponsibility. The factory that dumps poisonous w
Ito public waters achieves cost,effectfveness in t

of its own balance-sheet. The lobbyist who keeps a
Congressman supplied with favors and money and promises
of back-home political support may also be effective--
in winning votes for the interests he or she represents.
Note'that such success is halfway to the educational
goal under discussion--"an effective ... Contributor to
the decision-making processes.." It's the missing half
of'course, that troubles us.

Suppose that .a school accepts the mandate to help
tudents become both effective and responsible actors

in decision making. How might a-global perspectives
orientation help? There are several emphases in that
orientation that may be of particular utility:

The emphasis on aye tem dynorni.00. That means
starting as early, as the primary grades
with lessons that make students aware of
the oystemnees of things and of ,low systems
work. The important understanding is that
elements in systems are connected, that any
action or intervention can have effects
throughout the system.

The second emphasis derives from. system
understanding. It is a hoigh enod awareneoo
of:poosibLo subtle and diotant consoquonces
and a caring about those consequences.

System IlYnamics really just means knowing how things
work. If you want to be an effective mechanic you have
to know how the internal combustion engine works. It
works as a system. If part A malfunctions, it can affect
part B and that can affect part C and so on If y©u want
to educate people to be effective participants in

7 '
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eking precesees,, t imp nrtant they
Making roceteet 0 k. y too, ar
rder to e effeCtiN One nusmust know wha

tools, to use when, and so ono

One of the important:ns fights of the global perspec-
tive is the understanding that systems are interconnected.
That Means that in additi A to ,knotting how an given
system works, it is usef4 and someitimes ,vital to under-
s.tand how it links up to rgek networks. Mueh planning
and decision making in tho past has been focused on
immediate local' iituati0A9 While the larger situation
has bean ignored. If st44ents learned nothing else
about decision making thante be generally suspicious
that there will be wider and more complex effects than
seem obvious, this would be An immensely important
learning. One implication Of this learning is the
recognition that the distinction between local, nati n 1,
and global is not as clear-cut as one, might imagine.
Suppose that a community 1$ trying to decide whether tc
solve a local employment problem by permitting the
dovelOpment of an industry that; will add-significant
amounts of dangerous pollutants to the air and water..
Those pollutants will net stop at the borders of the
community. They may affeet farm products in nearby
areas, or spread widely through rivers to many other
places and affect water quality. Solving the local
employment problem may create a regional public health
problem. Or have even wider effects; pollutants anywhere
are potentially global to choir distribution. For that
matter we need to be very captious in characterizing the
employment problem as local.. Economic difficulties-
anywhere can be global in their effects.

This brings to ,the question-of respensibility.
In the past the .;revaient ethic enjoined us to be Chart-

tohelp those in distress, If there is faMine'or
disaster, 'send feed and nodlines. Why?- -Because one
oughVto, one owe's' it to on.o "s follow man. But -if you
reallyunderstand how the global system WorkS, the
inkricate connection of evrything to everything, there
no heed .to-be charitable. Jult be sensible. -Recognize
that it's not "they", who 4ro in treuble_ but 'we."

. .

This now approach.IS,I*Oming' increasingly ceinmen
.

high leVels.of government aed corpprate:activity. :Jnt r-
dependence is notim.idoaiistic term to those who wcfrk
with basiccommodities like wheat, or 'w 0 monetary
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roblams or tra ulations ot disease central: `;o

Ansportation. seen as at obvious condition,
fact of life. Once, it is a ognited 'as such, the
aninuof responsibility 0000$1. There is no need.
ralizing;, that never worked anyway,

, There is simpl
the need to Understand the reality of how systeme wor
and then be sensible in deci4ng how to define and,

tfs

solve pro ems. The cruciaithingi of course, is not
to define, them too narrowly. There is no such tai,
as a-Bri h energy problem or 4 Japanese energyjbb.
lea or an American energy prObleSt The lirst stef in
being responsible is to'knoW eAetigh.sbeUt Systeiss;to be
able to perceive that. A si nifIcant part of the,
the schools will; face when they Undertale to help
students-become responsible wl l cons'att = B ra
forward, substantive instruct about
systemi. And that task they den. etrent,..
ether agency in the society.
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M A SC PROCIPAI, 1 _ERESY1

-GLOBAL-APPROACH0'' VILIKE -TO 'OET1OMEOPINE

TEACHERS INTERESTED; 100 lUfTHEREINaliON

FOR WORKSHOPS, WHAT CAN OP SUGGEST TNATIIIIGgt

GET US MOVING?

th* first thi4 to do 11 t, h
o r,support,thon. rake stOck-,-:3:.

Orobably already elements et11:- 0-
approach in the carriOlum in y.

schqa3, or at feat a few teachers
-turally inclined to. such a perppee Iva,

Reln.forcing what now .exists: it ood
s tart.

glut s assume that hing t
happening. Perhaps because the to
are under a lot of pressure these d

. to concentrate on "basks," and rn
ton they have their own particular
interests. Under the circumstance$ they'
may be.less than enthusiaatic,aboUt any-
thing ,now, ospdc ially if it suggeatt an

that 0 near
ama00 MOM°
enrgy, .

hers

ddi-

extra burden, 'Mid we all k
way of coming' at thing
additional pianning ti

So.
oyes

familiar
work at it almas

..roomci! If, principal, you want
encourage your teachers te,explore th
Onentialities of a global perspectiv
approach, there are some ways to make
least small gains. Start with a in
eating.

TheJirs t pa rt of the task has
eon as " "conscieu nest raising," ale

,ing people to tl e nature of the,presont

ay is arth crt :esiktt
;tliy acid _ tan41,

r educators. To44h
Ily In' -heir clan

Ly,

0.=
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Pr4-

d creating .their ima flat oia _
ive-alt uatiOno In;lhot-hOtaltiVhtff-Ot4

A Marini 4eaSititintteeple tO,PerA0h01,
100. *lest net. 0.e0011 $14 aMO-paihtOlit* picture

_ litutei:4440!..imprOved stouaLthilltlhOt 01004. con -'
dir.is their l'tlight."-.In this -0004itOkans.callitg
tentiOn -WaOsie*-of_the li*itatietia10:0000bit-ed

teat:mil thinking and sonte::,Of the op0OrtuntOes:presented.
by global 'Oinking.

Initiareentact with the Concept of 04bor:Derapae7.
tly ::can tole in many wayso but theta is 0A0 advantage
if:-the..experience:ls as positiveultimulating, iienthreatl.
ening as possible. Pringing in an outside'apeakerte'.

rforal this 'introductOry miliion'is'OlafUlo if it :C4.4-
..menage-d. Thate-ata, oftan Aimilvid0414:-In-lemaOL:=

corporations -who -are.aware-et global interOpOndanca:as
it .effects their own compoei'etierAtiOtta;:0401. At inal,-
vidual can't talk Airectly'te the 4400tion14 jipliCa-
tions but canmake the lOsue very, real and 00Adlato.

The Center for Global Yerapeetives lSDTOparAng:iiin
intraductOry:4istial-prexantation-Whichan be used on the
same prOiram.as a speaker or-ln place of, a-apasker.- Its.
main advantage is that it surOplies a:brief ratiOnale-and
depicts actual clasSreowlessons that teach toward part4c-
ularkey ideas (such as,that!.0C "systom it shows
students of vArious ages'uprking.inlafferent subject areas
and thus communicates a most important faet,-,that..edUcating,
toward a global persOedtlivproperIy a Nolvochool"
.enterprise, not ,the domain" of ono sublept,'OP-gra4.1evei_

This first cUriiiiCt should be low Offort) high interes
in nature, not requiring Milth'of the audion4e4i,Zoponding..
on-the level of interest ,that it does. in fitarouae:(iV
any) , by prepared to distribute some P,r04;014 Materials thit
gp into pOrt detail, .!'teseher#Nay,,want-to 400 SAMple:
lessens, may Want to -try. a.feW:ini their CICA$T0mm-

. 4

Pityraom sile4 Is a source of-thost ant is aYsiiAble fro
the Center far.gichal Perspectives. 1)luting:`the-discussiori
OUtstien6 may be raised that can',Wat least partially
satisfied by the answers in 'Global; YerspectiVa$: 8bmev-
QueStions 'And Answers. You might Cind it ulloll.14- to,hmve
some-OUthese dupticated:ahead'of time.

There are _a Tew.-Toints hat should! be melee .sbsil;ttclear In -=he first mooting

ppssible to bog in:mo Ag' by ti Oa.
very small steps; ardraMat c .Changt
the- currieulum

36 39
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pectiv is something that one adds
tetra. 4 Just all it posfible to

,hold c Views of certain matterd and
apply them when useful withoUt Yielding Important
nonscientific Views, so it is possible to develop
and apply a global perspeetive without cissting
off other perspectives.

There is no ready-made curriculum package.
There are a few text series in the elementary
social studios that make a contribution, but
educating for a global per4peotive in not s
etudiee. It is transdisciplinary an I. trans
grade.

4 I are no 0
c

erts. Wetre ail 'earning
univ sity spe alists along with the ,rest of

pecially because they are often trapped
by their disciplines.

This is not going against theicurient. Quite
the contrary. In many areas of everyday life;
in the very hardheaded worldS of 'business 40
government, there is growing awareness of the ,,

"global connection." The sch6ols should heOlu
to take part in this movement because they have
a responsibility to xeflect the thought of the
society.

What happens after that first meeting? Well the
rst meeting may turn out to be the last meeting. The

faculty maY be reluctant: to move at this time, even iii
small ways. That's not a disaster. Put the matiter
aside for a while and then come' back to it. .'

Perhaps a few teachers will express interest er:even
enthusiasm. That interest can bo nurtured-by helping the
teachers acquire materials, by putting them in touch with
like-minded peop.l© In other schools (if you are able, to
identify such), and by the various informal rewards and
supports that administrators have at their disposal. Bu
there can be danger, In creating n smaii clique of teache
who become walled off from the rest of the faculty. If
the teachers who show early 'interest are leadership
people with influence over,Iheir colleagues, well and
good. Otherwise, be very cautious and move slowly..

cif advan ages of trying for a general Com'aiit-
mont on the part of the faculty, oven at inlmum leVel
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of enthusiasm, is that there- are payoffs in. terms of
faculty morale. It is not uncommon for faculties to-
ack.a. sense Of shared purpose; a'reaSon for working
ogether. .Everyone is off in his own. corner, burrowed

in. A.commitment to work in small- ways on the develop-
ment of a globalperspective provides a shared purpose,.
And it doesn't require that people leave- their burrows
unattended. It just requires a bit of Joint, planning,
of common goal_ -setting.

41
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.WHERE W ULD-- YOU. SOGGESTRETURN

IkFINIYHELPFULRFSOPWS7

There are-many organizations which can prOvide you
with ideas, teaching materials, background' resources,
speakers, and workshop pOssililities --or give you leads
to these resources. To ease your search, we've grouped
the organizations into four categoriesmonprofit
organizations, profess.a'onal oducatiOn associations,
government offices, and state or local resources.

Nonprofit Org iza

AFRICAN- AMERICAN INSTITUTE, 833 United Nations Plazas New York,
NY 10017, works to improve the quantity and quality of instruction
about Africa and publishes a. variety of teacher's guides and
evaluatiire materials.

ALLIANCE FOR ENVIRONMENTAL EDOCNTNN, 1785 Massachusetts Ave.,
.Washington, DC 20036, is a consortium of national and regional
organizations concerned. with effective einvirommemtal education
programs. Newsletters, filmstrips., and Other materials are

available.

ANLFRICAN FREEDM FROM HUN= FO lls1PATION, 1625 Eye St. NW, Wasl

ington, DC 20006, focuses on senor dary and collegiate education
on world hungerfand produces a tenthly newsletter and an educa-
tional handbook and bibliography .

ICAN GEOQRAPHICAL SOCIFTY, Broadway a; '156th Street, New York,
10032, publishes Rious, a bimonthly containing bac4romid
cics on cities, conntrles and regions of the Third World.

tures and maps included.
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um FIELD STAFF, 3 Lebanon St. , Hanover, NH

03755, uses on humanizing and globalizing secondary` social
science education 'and publishes a series of learning packets for

1 cultural studies.

ASIA. SOCIEIY, 112 East 64th Street, !Nem York, NY 10021, courages

the study of Asian life throughout the K-12 curriculum. It con-

sults with state and local school systems, state and federal

agencies, and has resources in Asia. Available materials include

an evaluation of the treatment of Asia in American texts, bibli-

ographies, and a film guide.

AssocimaN POR WORLD EDUCATION, Harbor Hill Drive, Huntington,

W11743, coordinates communication between Post-secondary
institutions and research centers working toward a global view

in education. ;.ik quarterly journal is 4Vailab1e.

ASSOCIATION OF TEAC1-LERS OF LATIN AMERICAN STUDIES (Atlas),

P.O. Box 73, Lefferts Station, Brooklyn, N41 11225, distributes a.

newsletter containing course announcements, meeting reports, and

reviews of exhibits and new publications. Generally written for

a college audiencq.

CENTER FOR GLOBAL PERSPECTIVES, 218 Ea. 18th St., New York, NY

10003, a national educational organization-directing its devel-

opment, research, and consulting activities to the infusion of

global perspectives throughout the K-12 curriculum. Intercom, a

quarterly publication, and materials developed under a grant from

the National Endowment for the Eumanities provide a rationale,

-a, framework of goals and objectives, and sample lessons X-12-.

FOR TEACHING INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS, university of

e, ver, Colorado 80210, is .a joint project of the -Cuter

for Globa -Terspectives and both the-School of Education and the

Graduate School of International Studies at the University of

Denver. It provides in-servicf and pre-service teacher training

and offers an 1-1.A.T.with a concentration in global perspectives.

It also has developed a wide range of elementary and secondary

teaching materials and offers cohsultation services to aid in

implementing global perspectives in school systems.

EDUCATIONAL INQUIRY, INC. 1100 Glendon Ave., Suite 950, Los

Angeles, CA 90024, works to promote within elementary -1;01001s

change that will help students develop a sense of madand

citizenry.

-40-
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FOREIGN AREA 14TERIALS
liew York, NY 10017, develop
and humanities useful im to
problems. It operates ur d
Intercultural Studies. and
tion Department's Center,
Studies.

e 1 51, &fast 42nd Stre
materials in the, social sciences

ching about foreign areas and world
the auspices of the Council for

ograms and:tile Vele York State E:duca-

International Programs and Comparati

FOREIGN POLICY ASSO:LATI N, 345 East 46 Street York, NY 10017,

is a nonpartisan organ on the purpose of 'which is to develop

pUllic opinion on into ational affairs. it sponsors the Otaat

Deciitions diaclassion upS and publishes the Headline -Seriea a_s

well as hooks teach ng about international topics.

GLOBAL DEVELOPMENT
Madison, NJ 07940
secondary- schools
guides, and a new

GLOBAL EDUCATION
provides teacher
global interdepen

jai justice,
sletter and

INSTITUTE FOR
5335 Ear 11111.5
change in elern
has sponsored_
curriculum an
naterials, a

ES INSTITUTE, P. O. 522 , 14 Main,St-
ks to expand global development courses in
colleges and publishes two curriculum

LATES, ParkAre., East Orange, NJ 07017,

d adult educataon worRshdps and courses on
nee and values, and -on issues such as peac
ger, ecology, religion world order.

Beat ions available.

OPN NT OF ,EDUCATICINAL ACIrviTIES /I/WE/Ai,
venue, Dayton, Ohio 45429 neOurages conetxuctive

ry and secondary schools Dri LOS .Angeles,. it
-ensive , experimental work in creating a "mankind

di. environment." /1/P/EIA/ produces educational

Mr's on a variety of aspects of educational 'Chang

INSTI7INE W 0 1140 Avenue of the Americas, New York,

IT 16036, f. cues on curriculum develop uid/it for secondary and
college le els on human rights, ethnic minorities, economic well-
being; and world order. Four bOokS published jointly with Random
House are avai abl.e for examination.

INTERO ZAI NAL COMISSION ON lieliMrI01LAL EDUCATION (nal--
Jayne lar Wood, Co-ChairpersOn, ICIE, Overseas Development:
Council 1717 Massachusetts Ave., NW, Washirigton, 2003§, ia an
inform coalition of private and professional organizations con-
cernod with promoting international/intercultural education at all

level of schooling. Its directoty provides a listing of members,
resort es they pro-Vide, and contact people.

COUNCIL ON ECONCHIC EDUCATION, 1212 Ave. of the Amer
ork, NY 10036, encourages the use of more economic concap s

he. K-12 curriculum. It published a variety of curriculum

des audio-visual materials, and evaluations, of textbooks.

JoI
New
in
gu
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MID-AMERICA PROGRAM FM GLOBAL PERSPECTIVES IN EDUCATION,
International Center of Indianapolis, 1050 W. Libld Street,
Indianapolis, Indiana 46204, works in Indiana, Illinois, Kentucky,

Ohio, and Michigan to promote global perspectives in precollegiate
education and to coordinate and stimulate additional program

development. Bibliographies, directories and lesson ideas are

offered.

MIDDLE EAST STLIDIES ASSOGIATION OF NDRTH AMMICA, Irc, New York
University., Hagop Kevorkian Center for Near Eastern StLdies,
50 Washington Swam South, New -York, NY 10003, is aimed pri-
marily at postsecondary instructors, but it has done some valuable
evaluations of secondary and primary Middle Eastern texts.

LOPMENI COUNCIL, 1717 Massachusetts Ave. NW,

11, DC 20036, is concerned, with increasimg Ameri.zan

awareness of developing countries and incorporating a, global
perspective into the school curriculum. A resource book and

briefs on development issues are available.

AfAMERICA, 302 Columbus Ave. Boston, MA 0211
global development education on all levels and sponsors fasts

to raise funds for development activities abroad.

TOPOLATION INSTITUTE, 110-Maryland Ave:, NE, Washington, DC 20002,

works' to infuse population efte4tion into existing elementary and
secondary curricula and textd. rt distributes a free newsletter.

and content outline materials.

POPULATION REFERENCE BUREAU; 1775 Massachusetts Avenue,
Washington, DC 20036, is working for general education ahout-th
implications of population growth. FRB publications include world
population data sheets, newsletters, 1(-12 classroom texts On

.
population growth, and a simulation kit.

SERVICE CENTER FOR TEACHERS OF ASIAN SIUDIES, Association fcir
Asian Studies, Ohio State UniVersity,-'29 West Woodruff Ave., .

Columbus, Ohio 43210, publishes Focus on Asian SitudiSS, a quarterl
newsletter designed to promote increased .attention to Asian

studies'in secondary schools. Includes revieWs of new books,

Print and audio- visMal materials,notioes-pf conforepcea, and

study opportunities:

SOCIAL SCIENCE EDUCATION COIVSORTIUM , 855 Broadway der,
,

0Olorado 80302, focuses on improving the quality of social studies'

and social science education in elementary and secondary schools.

It 'provides newalotters,Appoks, workshops,, and Ege/ChESS..(a re
source reference service) for social studies'educators.
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UlaTED STATES CaktITITEE FOR InICEL. 333, East 38th t .; New. York,
NY 10016, emphasizes the teaching of global interdependence and
the work of UNICEF-for children. It produces a nurnber of kits

and publications for all level.s.

R11 FUME SOCIETY, 4916 St. Bhp Avenue, Washington, DC 20014,
as a forui for scientlfic and scholarly forecasts of the

future. It publishes books, films and: The PuturiSt (a journal)-

IMO/ME NsTriurE, 7.776 NosSachusetts Ave.,-NW/ Washington,
DC 20036, is an Independent, nonprofit, research organization
eated to identify and focus attention on global problems.

Publishes readable background papers on its findings.

ZERO POPULATION GROWTH, 1346 C nnecticut Ave., NW, Washington
20036, seeks to stabilize population of the United States

through education and nation lobbying. It distrOntes Popula-
tion resource guides and /curriculum materials to t hers on all

levels.

IL ON EDUCATION, 1 rupont Circle
20036, seeks o further the public interest by extend the

range and enhancing the quality of U.S. postsecondary ation.

It distributes a variety of newsletters which focus on global
interdepindence.

AMERICAN FEDERATION OF TEAMS, 11 Dupont Plaza, NW, Washington,
DC 20036. As a member of the International Federation of Free

Teacher& Unions, The American Federation of Teachers is involved
in a broad range of international conferences.. It sponsors and

participates in teacher exchange programs, conduCts workshops

and programs in conjunctiCA With Georgetown University, and,

through its journal, American Yeaaher, keeps its readers informed

of significant international developments.

Associotal FOR SUPERVISION AND CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT, 1701 K
Street, NW, Itishington, DC 20006, provides a variety of services

which can stimylate and aid the 'process of edftational ch4lip and

curriculum improvement. These include a monthly journal,
Educationa E4(04rohip, conferences, institutes, 44d other publi-

cations.
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NATIONAL CATOOLIC EDUCATION ASSOCIATION, 1 I t Circle,

350, Washington, TC20036, serves Catholic schools-by workshops,

Seminars, and publiCations, and providesin-service programs on

education in devaloPinE a global awareness. These activities

are supplemented by books, newsletters, and Momentum (a magazine)

NATIONAL =N UL FOR THE SOCIAL srupits, 1200 nth St., NW
,

Washington, VC 20036, focuses on the improvement of social studies
and its teaching, and publishes Soci;al EdwationAa journal).

NATIONAL SCIENCE TEA.GIERS ASSOCIATION; 1742 Cc ecti t u nue
Washington, VC 20009, publishes two magazines, Scionce chiLdrm4

(for the elementary level) and The Science reacher (for secondary

which are filled with useful ideas for projects on environmental

=issues, population growth, energy; to.

Offices

Irternational Education U.S. Office of Educati

a nt of Health; Education, and:Welfare,-Was t DC 20202,

seeks to strengthen American education'in.foreign languages, area
studies, and world affairswith an emphasis on the non -Western

World. Sponsors exchange teaching programs, doctoral:student

fellowships, and conducts a variety of programs for indiVidual

institutions.

Bureau of Public Affairss, U.S. tparttment,of State, 2201 C: Street,

NW, Washington, DC 20520; provides various educational services'

includinta pamphlet series, background notes on. foreign countries,

information on international ganizations, a magazine, and various

neWsletters and press releases

sources

tithe useful resources may emerge from colleges, univareitcs,

and sohoolS:which have outreach programs in your area. YoU may be

able to obtain materialS from their area studios or.education

departmento. Foreign visiting students are also valuable resotaces .

as q.assroom speakers. Also your-state council on the arts and

the humanities may ,be aware of materials or resources in your-avea,

such as visiting artists or dapco and theatre groups, that You do,

not, yet know about.


